
 
 

 
 

Filename Description Duration 

Abandoned area with distant city 
background.wav 

Abandoned area in daytime at early spring. Constant city rumble with faint traffic background and distant 
sirens. Light metallic rattle. Occasional dry leaves on ground, seagulls, crows and other birds. 05:41.482 

Active crows in five story residential 
buildings yard.wav 

Morning suburbs at early spring. Prominent traffic background. Active and loud crow flock with some 
seagulls. Occasional horns and faint cars passing by. 

03:40.048 

Active sparrows in five story residential 
buildings yard.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Constant city rumble and traffic background. Active and loud sparrow 
flock. Occasional crows, seagulls. 

05:24.138 

Birds in two story residential buildings 
yard.wav 

Morning suburbs at early spring. Constant city rumble and faint traffic background. Variety of birds with 
occasional seagulls, crows and faint cars passing by. 

05:28.682 

Calm five story residential yard with 
distant city background.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Silent city background with distant traffic and sirens. Few birds and 
occasional distant ball hits. 05:17.187 

Calm wind in leafless tree forest.wav Daytime forest at early spring. Slowly changing wind in leafless trees with trunks cracking and squeaking. 
Occasional branches falling with sparse birds. 

09:49.482 

Calm wind in pine tree forest.wav 
Daytime forest at early spring. Slowly changing wind in pine trees with trunks cracking and squeaking. 
Occasional branches falling with rare and sparse birds. 

09:39.242 

Calm wind in reed field.wav 
Daytime in reed field at early spring. Slowly changing wind gusts. Distant city and traffic background with 
occasional bird chirps. 

05:27.680 

Central park at night with city 
background.wav 

Nighttime city park at early spring. Constant city rumble and traffic background with some plastic flutter. 
Distant activity in skateboard pit. 

05:45.429 

Central park with birds and children 
playground.wav 

Daytime city park at early spring. Prominent traffic background with variety of birds, crows, seagulls and 
children’s in playground. 

04:23.509 

Central park with birds and traffic 
background.wav 

Daytime city park at early spring. Prominent traffic background with variety of birds, crows, seagulls and 
light pedestrian activity. 

05:45.827 

City backyard with birds .wav Daytime in backyard at early spring. Prominent traffic background with few sparrows. 04:50.815 

City center square with traffic 
background and birds.wav 

Daytime city square at early spring. Prominent traffic background. Sparrows and mild pedestrian activity. 
Occasional crows and seagulls. 04:24.341 

City center street at night.wav Nighttime urban street at early spring. Constant city rumble with occasional car passes by in background. 04:16.810 

Distant city suburban yard with 
birds.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Distant city background with variety of birds and distant cranes. 02:28.138 

Empty train yard with city 
background.wav 

Daytime in empty train yard at early spring. Distant city background. Occasional machinery, crows, 
sparrows and dog barking. 

03:17.842 

Empty train yard with traffic 
background.wav 

Daytime in empty train yard at early spring. Prominent traffic background with occasional metal rattling. 05:23.242 

Field near to five story residential 
buildings with birds.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Constant city rumble and traffic background. Calm sparrow flock with 
small pedestrian activity. Occasional seagulls, crows and cars passing by. 

04:14.704 

Harbor docks with ships and city 
background.wav 

Nighttime harbor at early spring. Idle ship engine rumble and constant city background. Distant traffic 
and faint birds. 

05:43.722 

Harbor mole with city background.wav 
Nighttime harbor at early spring. Distant city background with light and small water splashes against 
mole. Occasional birds and machinery. 

04:43.648 

Harbor mole with passing train.wav 
Nighttime harbor at early spring. Distant city background with slow passing train and machinery. Rare 
and distant birds. 

06:36.629 

Harbor warehouses with city 
background.wav 

Nighttime harbor warehouse at early spring. High pitched ventilation engine. City background with 
industrial activity. Distant birds and faint frogs. 

04:37.162 

Nine story residential yard with 
birds.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Constant city rumble with faint traffic background and constant 
sparrows. Rare seagulls and faint cars passing by. 

03:19.007 

Nine story residential yard with dog 
barking.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Constant city rumble with faint traffic background and constant 
sparrows. Distant and echoey dog barks. 

01:24.282 

Oldtown street with sparrows.wav 
Daytime in Oldtown street at early spring. Constant city rumble and traffic background. Loud and active 
sparrow flock. 

05:53.441 

Small suburban park with traffic 
background.wav 

Daytime suburbs at early spring. Prominent traffic background with dry leaves on ground. Occasional 
seagulls and crows. 

04:53.546 

Sparse suburban park with birds and 
city background.wav 

Daytime in Suburban park at early spring. Constant city rumble and traffic background. Light pedestrian 
activity and variety of birds. 

04:30.250 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Filename Description Duration 

Close cargo locomotive at slow 
speed.wav 

Diesel cargo train locomotive passes by at slow speed. Close perspective with fast approach and 
departure. 

01:13.877 

Close cargo train at slow approach and 
departure.wav 

Diesel cargo train passes by at slow speed. Close perspective with slow approach and departure. 
Crossing bell and some announcer speech. 

04:58.450 

Close cargo train at slow approach and 
stop.wav 

Diesel cargo train passes by at slow speed. Close perspective with slow approach and stops. Crossing 
bell with faint birds and some announcer speech 

03:34.768 

Close cargo train at slow speed but fast 
approach and departure.wav 

Diesel cargo train passes by at slow speed. Close perspective with fast approach and departure. 03:47.029 

Close passenger train at full speed.wav Electric passenger train passes by at full speed. Close perspective with fast approach and departure. 01:06.048 

Distant cargo train at full speed.wav Diesel cargo train passes by at full speed. Horn at the beginning. Distant perspective with fast approach 
and long departure. 

02:56.015 

Distant cargo train at full speed.wav 
Diesel cargo train passes by at full speed. Horn at the beginning. Distant perspective with fast approach 
and long departure. 02:56.015 


